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Taxpayers' Money No More To Loafers & Drug Users
Summary:
Malcolm Turnbull seems keen to stop drug users receiving taxpayer money. A great idea - the rorts
must be stopped. Cashless cards given to all chemically impaired recipients of taxpayer funds is the
fair way to go ..... as long as it applies to all recipients of taxpayers' funds.
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MEDIA RELEASE: Cashless Pollie Pay Card Announced
As of April One 2018 all Australian Politicians will be subject to random drug and alcohol testing.
Pollies found to be users of substances that can impair performance and intellect will no longer be
paid in cash. Australian taxpayers insist on a mutual obligation approach. Politicians - after all - are
being granted taxpayers funds. We must expect that they can fulfill their duties and obligations
competently.
Pollies identified shall no longer be paid in cash. They will be given the new cashless card which will
be fully loaded with exactly the same amount paid regularly to Newstart clients.
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Studies have shown that impaired politicians are in large part to blame for many of society’s ills including drug use among young unemployed people.
Young people clearly see that the political and economic system is rigged against them. They see
dim prospects of meaningful work; bugger all opportunity to purchase a home of their own and the
cruel likelihood of a lower standard of living than their parents. An impaired education system has
also impaired their critical thinking and resilience – another legacy of poor political decision making.
An ignorant, impoverished and frightened subclass suit the interests of the elite. Perhaps in addition
to chemically impaired politicians being given the card we should see to it that pollies working
against our interests should be given ...... the flick.
_________________________________________________________
We're only half joking. Politicians have a real knack of living by different rules to the rest of us.
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